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Introduction to Open Access
Initiative
The Open Access (OA) Initiative is a joint venture market
systems intervention spearheaded by Centre for Affordable
Housing Finance in Africa (CAHF), FSDAi and FSDKenya,
International Housing Solutions and Reall. These market
facilitators and DFIs have formed the Affordable Housing
Investment Alliance (AHIA) to, among other projects, drive the
OA Initiative.

The Vision
To create a full database of all investments into
affordable housing in Sub-Sahara Africa.
Enable smooth data and information sharing
between various actors along the housing
development value chain that will stipulate
collaboration in the advocacy and engagement
processes. Ultimately the initiative will
leverage the individual efforts of the parties to
realise economies of scale across their efforts.
Source: Open Access Initiative Concept Note
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Introduction to the Affordable Housing
Investment Alliance (AHIA)
CAHF operates as an independent think tank in South Africa
, pursuing its mission of making Africa’s housing finance
markets work.
The investment arm of FSD Africa that provides early-stage,
risk-bearing capital to selected breakthrough firms that can
strengthen financial markets in Africa.
FSD Africa is a specialist development agency working to
build and strengthen financial markets across sub-Saharan
Africa.
An independent trust dedicated to the achievement of an
inclusive financial system that supports Kenya’s long-term
development goals.
Reall is a market innovator and impact investor in climatesmart, affordable housing for the bottom 40 percent of the
income pyramid in Africa and Asia.

International Housing Solutions (IHS) is a real estate fund
manager focused on the development and management of
affordable housing communities.

The Problem
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In more than half of the countries over 50% of the urban population live in Slums
In an effort to deliver to deliver to SGD 11 the urban population living in
slums needs to be reduced. However, high urbanization rates (in many
places exceeding 2% per annum as well as the ongoing repercussions of
the global Covid-19 pandemic hindering these efforts.
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Housing Cost are not in reasonable relation to GDP per Capita
As data from the CAHF cost of housing in Sub-Sahara Africa shows, the cost of a newly built house are not reflective of the actual GDP per Capita in
the countries.
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Information Asymmetry remains a key
barrier to housing investment
Across the continent, private sector practitioners are
building track records, operating across the entire
value chain, or in specific niche markets, providing
goods and services to a wide breadth of households.
Their ability to operate is fundamentally influenced by
their awareness of the market – the demand for their
products and services – , the risks associated with
specific sub-segments and a deep understanding of
their target market.
This means that private sector interest in engaging can
be influenced by the information that is available to
identify and quantify the opportunity and clarify the
risk. In many instances, access to data and functioning,
smooth statutory processes, will be significantly more
valuable to private sector players than actual subsidies.
Further, it will reduce entry barriers for smaller
players.
Source: Centre for Affordable Housing Finance in Africa (2021). 2021
Yearbook: Housing Finance in Africa. Johannesburg, South Africa.
http://housingfinanceafrica.org
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Benefits of the Open Access
Initiatives

OA – a market systems intervention
The Open Access initiative is a market systems intervention, which
will holistically address information asymmetries in the housing
market, by harnessing the collective experiences and learnings
produced by DFIs (and other participating investors) through their
investments in affordable housing.
By doing so it will offer benchmarking data for the respective
markets, regional and continent-wide comparisons.

Through this a general liberalization of the housing finance and
development market is anticipated, which in turn will stipulate
affordable housing development.
The Open Access approach can contribute towards an overall cost
saving in the actual product and the time taken to achieve its
delivery, benefiting the original sharer, the investor, and the market
as a whole.

Open Access relates to the dissemination of research outputs, online, free of cost, with an
open license for copyright.

African affordable

Classic CAHF focus, also
UNHabitat, Reall

housing environment
Country affordable
housing environment
Fund portfolio
of projects
Developer
portfolio of
projects

In a nutshell, the sector players should not compete on how to
access information but on how its used to optimize resources.

FSD Kenya / Reall focus, also
other local organisations

What funds look at,
but keep internal

What developers look at,
but keep internal

What developers look at,
Source: Open Access Initiative Concept Note
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Project level data

High level
market
information is
increasingly
available, but
key gaps
remain

but keep internal

Opaque,
limited
availability;
unstandardized
collection,
incidental

Enabling larger investments by overcoming blockages
Primary Objectives
OA will support actors along the housing value chain to:
i.
support investments in overcoming any blockages they face;
ii.
develop tools, frameworks, and baseline research to support both the investee and other market players in addressing the
challenges that they confront in delivering affordable housing;
iii. showcase the activities of market players engaging in affordable housing, demonstrating their focused attention on both
opportunities and risks; and thereby
iv. encourage greater investment into the affordable housing sector, given the clear attention to delivery risks, and the identification of
niche market opportunities enabled through this effort.

Broader impact intentions
i.

Climate responsive, green development and management; raising the bar on quality; improved housing affordability and access to
affordable housing by lower income earners, etc.

ii.

Create the opportunity for patient, flexible, blended finance products that stimulate both early innovation and long term sectoral
development

iii. Provide the background data and market information to enable the development of appropriate financing tools and deep regulatory
support that address the full value chain and not only particular links
iv. Highlight, and create the potential for addressing key areas of risk so that mechanisms for local currency capita to participate in
affordable housing can be developed
v.

Build sector capacity for scoping demand-side affordability

vi. Create a central repository of data and information on investments into affordable housing, that can be reviewed and considered by
market players, reducing barriers to entry and sharpening investment interventions
Source: Open Access Initiative Concept Note
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The Approach

Supporting broader market development
The Open Access approach asserts that when public money is invested into a development initiative it should have a twin-objective of:

Achieving the
immediate
development output
(i.e. the building of
houses)

Supporting broader
market development

To achieve broader market development:
The sharing of data and information related to the investment experience becomes a condition of investment.
These information will be shared in form of Development Fact Sheets, Investment Fact Sheets, Topical Fact
Sheets, Action Briefs, Data dashboard, Case Studies.
Over the course of the investment, this data and information will be collected and then developed into useful
outputs for sharing in the public domain.
Data and information sharing between the parties, and collaboration in the advocacy and engagement processes,
will leverage the individual efforts of the parties to realise economies of scale across their efforts.
Further, it will breach existing system inefficiencies by providing near real time availability of information.

Principles of Open Access
The OA initiative is about market development.
The intention is to build and support a more
competitive environment in which a range of
market players see (and can act on) opportunities
to engage, while raising the bar on quality and
long-term sustainability. Ultimately it can
contribute towards an overall cost saving in the
actual product and the time taken to achieve its
delivery, benefiting the original sharer, the
investor, and the market as a whole.
Source: Open Access Initiative Concept Note
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Limit the impact on
investees and
developers

Respect and support
for commercial
competitiveness

Open Access
participation as a
condition of
investment

Use existing material
as much as possible

Transparency of input
data

Recognition and
referencing of
colleagues’ work

Real time / real data

Usable Outputs

Process of Open Access Initiative
Broadly the OA Initiative will follow a four step process to achieve its impact. The diagram below highlights the process to be followed

Data Agenda for Africa / existing analyses (CAHF /
Reall / FSD Kenya other research) undertaken
irrespective of the investment but particular to
the context

Due diligence submissions & project documents
particular to the investment

National level policy engagement with Departments
of Finance, Land, Housing, Local Government, etc.

Verification

County or city-level engagement, identification of
pilot initiatives, etc.: land assembly, sub-divisions, bulk
infrastructure

Private sector engagement, to draw in the attention
of industry bodies, stimulate new product & services
development, etc.

Action agenda

DFI / NGO-level engagement on systemic
interventions to ease value chain blockages: digitized
Developer-focused materials:
templates, checklists, toolkits,
product reviews, etc.

deeds registry, lender liquidity, developer capacity,
municipal capacity, capital market interventions,
infrastructure funds, new product development, etc.

DFI / NGO-level engagement on key research
requirements: demand side segmentation, risk-based
Dashboard

Analysis

Presentations to AHIA Annual
Meeting / AUHF Annual Meeting

Case
studies

Final review questionnaire

Affordable Housing Investment Alliance
Portal: including resource library
(research, templates), databases and
documented outputs

Action
Briefs

Bespoke data collection through the project
delivery process

Advocacy &
Dissemination / Engagement

Fact Sheets

Collection

Standard investment & project reporting
throughout the investment & project delivery
process

Outputs

Assembly

Master database

Curation & review

Data collection:
Product | Process | People | Performance

pricing, rental markets, construction finance, housing
microfinance, financing for slum upgrading, property
market functioning, etc.

Source: Open Access Initiative Concept Note

Capacity requirement of investee and developer to participate in this

1

1. Data Collection

Curation & review

Data collection:
Product | Process | People | Performance
Data Agenda for Africa / existing analyses (CAHF / Reall /
FSD Kenya other research) undertaken irrespective of the
investment but particular to the context

Due diligence submissions & project documents particular
to the investment

Collection

Standard investment & project reporting throughout the
investment & project delivery process

The data collection phase of the Open Access concept starts with the
curation and review of existing material – what CAHF, FSDAi, FSDKenya,
Reall, International Housing Solutions, and others already collect.
All data collected will fall under either of the four categories, product,
process, people or performance. During the analysis process all data will be
bucketed in one of these four categories and then further analysed.
The second and third levels of data collection will involve the investor and
the investment – the due diligence submissions and project documents
particular to the investments, as well as the standard investment and project
reporting templates produced by the investor.
There are two new forms of data collection required as part of the Open
Access commitment by the investee:
i.
bespoke data collection through the project delivery process,
ii.
then a final review questionnaire where In both cases, CAHF will work
with the investee and the developer to facilitate the collection of this
data.

Bespoke data collection through the project delivery
process
Final review questionnaire
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Source: Open Access Initiative Concept Note

Towards integrated data collection
In order to ensure seamlessly integrated data collection the OA initiative will undergo three major phases to establish
adequate data collection mechanisms that ensure high data quality, avoid overburdening of the developer and meet
international standards.

Phase 1: Data Curation

Phase 2: Data
Collection

Phase 3: Data
Collection Standard

During the pilot phase:

During the first year:

After the first year:

•

•

•
•

•

OA will curate information
as data from existing
reports
This will reduce the data
entry burden to the
developer and allow OA
to understand existing
reporting structures
Trust is built between
CAHF, AHIA members and
developers

•

•

•
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A data collection template
will be piloted with
agreed data providers
The OA initiative will
obtain the necessary
information from the
template, for analysis
This will streamline the
process of data sharing,
aligned with existing
reporting conventions
This may require some
more time from
developers

•

It is hoped that the
template will become
common throughout the
industry – that its
application will train data
providers to collect and
share data in this way.
Over time, it is hoped that
this will become the ‘gold
standard’ of reporting.

2. Assembly and verification process of data
• Operating under an NDA, CAHF will receive data collected and structure it into
a master database that standardises data fields to allow for cross-project
comparisons and linkages.

Assembly

• While a key concern of participants in the Open Access, whether the investor,
investee, or the developer lingers on confidentiality, the spirit of Open Access
requires that confidentiality is managed.

Input into
secure data
warehouse
Master
database that
allows for
cross-project
linkages

Analysis by
CAHF to
produce
outputs

Verification by
partners &
data providers
(AHIA
governed) of
what can go
into the
public
domain.

• Any outputs shared with the AHIA members will be approved by the respective
developers prior. This process will follow pre-agreed SLAs.
• It is worth noting that willingness to share data will be reinforced through the
mutual trust built between members of the AHIA, their investees, their
developers, and CAHF.

Undertaken
on the basis
of pre-agreed
standards and
criteria.

These steps undertaken within
the framework of an NDA.
Source: Open Access Initiative Concept Note
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Quality Controls

During Assembly

During Data Collection
Prepare Developers

During Data Entry

1.Train Data Entrants on
developer side - this
should include
questionnaire training
and process details
2.Select an internal
reviewer
3.Provide a Q&A sheet
4.Provide a
questionnaire manual
5.Provide clear
escalation channels to
the developer/data
entrant

1. Validate responses
with data validations
in excel
2.Introduce conditional
formatting to notify
the entrant of outliers
3.Ensure no duplicates
are entered
4.Lock excels, to ensure
minimization of
missing data where
possible
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Quality Control prior to
submission
1.Have a supervisor do
quality control –
approve file before
submission
2.Validate several fields
through double data
entry by supervisor/
reviewer

After Submission
Data Review and
Cleaning

Vetting of Outputs

1.Run outlier checks
2.Have an in-country
data expert review the
data for validation
purposes
3.Make call backs

1.Developers will review
and vet the outputs
prior to them being
shared with AHIA
members
2.AHIA members will
review and vet the
outputs prior to them
being released to the
public domain

3. The Open Access effort is to create developer-focused materials
• The primary output will be a full database of all investments into affordable housing
in Sub-Sahara Africa.

Outputs

• The developed materials will support developers in their efforts to design, package,
propose, implement and review their projects
Affordable Housing Investment Alliance Portal: including
resource library (research, templates), databases and
documented outputs

Presentations to AHIA Annual Meeting / AUHF Annual
Meeting

• The data assembled will be used to produce a variety of outputs, depending on the
particular stage of the development process, many of which will be automated,
produced in line with standardized templates.
• These templates will be include: Project or Development Fact Sheets, Investment
Fact Sheets, Topical Fact Sheets, Action Briefs, Data dashboard, Case Studies.
• The spread of outputs will results to different components of which are relevant for
different target markets.

Action agenda

Dashboard

Case
studies

Action
Briefs

Fact
Sheets

Developer-focused materials: templates, checklists,
toolkits, product reviews, etc.

• Thus it will be CAHF, AHIA members and other partners’ role to produce and
disseminate the outputs to different target markets in ways that would best suit the
incorporation of the material in those targets’ processes.
• All these materials will be held in the AHIA portal and aim to achieve the OA Initiative
vision, to enable smooth data and information sharing between various actors along
the housing development value chain that will stipulate collaboration in the advocacy
and engagement processes.
Source: Open Access Initiative Concept Note
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4. Advocacy and Engagement

Advocacy &
Dissemination / Engagement

•

The data collected will create an opportunity for driving an advocacy and
engagement agenda with the relevant parties, to address the needs of the
particular investment but also support a wider market development.

National level policy engagement with Departments of
Finance, Land, Housing, Local Government, etc.

• The AHIA and CAHF will together or separately engage the breadth of
stakeholder on; Key matters of relevance to national policy or legislation,
Specific value chain blockages, support of local private sector bodies, important
existing opportunity.

County or city-level engagement, identification of pilot
initiatives, etc.: land assembly, sub-divisions, bulk

• The advocacy and engagement approach of the AHIA will leverage these
relationships for the benefit of the collective.

infrastructure

Private sector engagement, to draw in the attention of
industry bodies, stimulate new product & services
development, etc.

• The overall mechanism facilitating the Open Access approach is that reports,
data and market information are provided to a central, secure repository under
the NDA.

DFI / NGO-level engagement on systemic
interventions to ease value chain blockages: digitized
deeds registry, lender liquidity, developer capacity,
municipal capacity, capital market interventions,
infrastructure funds, new product development, etc.

DFI / NGO-level engagement on key research
requirements: demand side segmentation, risk-based
pricing, rental markets, construction finance, housing
microfinance, financing for slum upgrading, property
market functioning, etc.
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Source: Open Access Initiative Concept Note

Implementation Plan

Establishment of OA and AHIA
Initiate the Open
Access initiative

Pilot the data
collection process

Assemble, analyze and
develop outputs from the
pilot data

• Refining the initiative
• Finalize the Side
Letter and enter into
agreement
• Enter into data
collection
agreements and any
necessary NDAs with
the parties
• Build the document
library structure
• Pilot Kenyan
document library
• Establish, test and
refine data security
issues
• Establish data quality
assurance protocols

• Finalize the data
templates and
formats for the
bespoke data
collection process.
• Initial consultation
with the initial AHIA
partners, identify
data collection pilot
project.
• Initiate pilot data
collection process
with 2-3 developers
to test templates and
formats
• Refine templates and
formats
• Data collection

• Develop warehouse/storage
mechanism
• Manually clean, verify,
classify and make the data
anonymous.
• Undertake analyses and put
together a plan of outputs
• Verify the approach and
content with the data
partner (based on AHIA
agreed principles)
• Create standardized
templates, checklists and
framework documents, test
and seek approval with the
relevant authorities –
statutory bodies, financiers,
etc.
• Create initial outputs

Disseminate pilot
outputs
• Build and maintain
the legislative and
policy library
• Build and maintain
the template library
• Prepare an
advocacy agenda
• Support advocacy
agenda with
bespoke,
engagementspecific outputs
• Convene regular
webinars / seminars
/ meetings for
dissemination.

Initiate AHIA
• Convene the initial
members of the AHIA,
securing their
participation, as well as
their commitment to the
concept
• Enter into data collection
agreements and any
necessary NDAs with
AHIA members
• Draft and seek the
signature of the AHIA
Charter
• Promote the Open
Access concept widely
• Continue to build the
document library
• Raise additional funding
to support the effort

From pilot phase to formal establishment the project will take a span of 3 years that will involve; Institutionalize the Open Access initiative, Bespoke
data collection process, Assembling, analyzing and developing outputs from data, Disseminating outputs, Service the AHIA and finally Undertaking
AHIA-sponsored research. All these main activities will have different sub-activities.

Source: Open Access Initiative Concept Note
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Managing Open Access
Relationships
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The relationships between
the parties will be
governed by a series of
agreements
For example, the above illustration shows
two alternative potential institutional
relationships and agreements between
FSDAi, International Housing Solutions, CAHF
and the developer. This series will be an
Affordable Housing Investment Alliance
Charter between the AHIA members; an
agreement between the investor and CAHF;
data sharing agreements between CAHF, the
investor and the investee; an Investment
Agreement and Side Letter between the
investor and the investee.

Source: Open Access Initiative Concept Note
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Contacts
Kecia Rust
kecia@housingfinanceafrica.org
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